
Unitrac     
… more than a transporter
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PhilosoPhy lindner 

The Austrian family operation Lindner has been producing tractors and transporters for mountain and grassland 

agriculture as well as use in forestry and in the community. Following developments in aircraft manufacture 

Lindner has made a name for itself as all-wheel specialist through the production of the first four-wheel drive 

tractors in Austria. Today as in the past, Lindner builds special vehicles characterised by their off-road capability, 

compact and robust design and high-quality components. The robust design required for alpine agriculture has 

also proved itself in countless other areas of application. Highly trained employees manufacture roughly 1500 

vehicles per year at the location Kundl in Tyrol.
MD Mag. Hermann Lindner

Founder Ing. Hermann Lindner Series 1: UNITRAC 68 Series 1: UNITRAC 95

lindner tractors
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UNITRAC SeRIeS 2

More than 1,000 Unitrac models have been delivered to date. The Unitrac concept has succeeded and 

proved itself in a wide range of applications – from the highest mountain to large cities. The Unitrac is the 

off-road capable combination of transport vehicle and equipment carrier – its equipment variety is just as great 

as its area of application. From transport to agriculture and forest management, landscaping to municipal and 

winter service the Unitrac can be used universally. A Unitrac simply is…

…more than a transporter

We are proud to now present to you the first models of Series 2 after two years of development work: Unitrac 

92 and Unitrac 102. As part of this work the Unitrac, which has proved itself for more than a decade, was 

revised and improved in terms of engine power, payload, comfort and design. Also important was to create 

an ergonomical and comfortable workplace in a vehicle. In addition, the working machine was to stand up to 

the high requirements of agriculture and municipal service – as environmentally and maintenance friendly as 

possible at the same time. See for yourself...
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Tilting-type comfort cab

opTImUm All-RoUNd vISIoN

You have everything in your field of vision: The front 

working space through the heatable panoramic wind-

screen, on the sides, unobstructed vision through the 

large glass doors with wide opening sliding windows. 

The rear view mirror with integrated additional indi-

cators can be electrically adjusted and heated. The 

large size rear window affords a clear view of the rear 

attachment spaces.

ComfoRTAble ACCeSS

Comfortable access has always been a trademark 

of Lindner. The large glass doors allow comfortable 

access to the spacious and clearly arranged comfort 

cab.

ComfoRT eqUIpmeNT

Take a seat on the comfortable driver’s or co-driver’s 

seat with numerous adjusting possibilities. The late-

ral armrest allows accurate and non-tiring operati-

on of the hydraulic joystick. 3-point belts and high 

backrests are part of the series equipment with the 

municipal package. The utility compartments in the 

operating panel are very practical for keys and mobi-

le telephones. Generous door nets provide additional 

stowage room. As an option, the Unitrac is availa-

ble with an air-conditioning system which is accom-

modated in the cab roof to save space.
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eRgoNomICAlly 

deSIgNed INTeRIoR

The steering wheel can be individually adapted to the 

driver through height and inclination adjustment. Im-

portant vehicle information such as travelling speed, 

engine speed, tank content, cooling water tempera-

ture and all indicator lamps is clearly displayed on 

the central information board. In addition to the total 

and daily operating hours the time is also displayed. 

All control levers and switches are optimally positi-

oned around the driver. Switches and displays in the 

Unitrac are illuminated.  

SAfeTy ACoUSTICS

In addition to the various visual displays the driver 

is provided with safety related vehicle information 

through acoustic signals. The driver is warned of ha-

zards by the intelligent vehicle electronic system and 

can therefore concentrate on the operation. Incorrect 

use is avoided.

Roof CoNSole

Radio and tachograph can be positioned in the roof 

console within easy reach. Storage compartments for 

vehicle documents or sunglasses are located behind 

the sun visors. Reading lamps for driver and co-dri-

ver are integrated next to the interior lighting.
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JoySTICk

The front hydraulic circuit is comfortably operated by 

way of a joystick. On request, this can be assigned 

with several functions through microswitches. As an 

option, the control units of the rear hydraulic circuit 

can also be operated with the joystick.

CAble glANd

A special cable gland is included in the series scope 

of the Unitrac. It makes it possible for various ca-

ble connections to be routed into the cabin – without 

water, dust or noise entering.  

CoRRoSIoN pRoTeCTIoN

The Unitrac operates throughout the year. Espe-

cially in winter the vehicle is exposed to gravel and 

road salt. For this reason the entire vehicle frame and 

the comfort cab are painted employing the particu-

larly 

resistant KTL process. Battery box, fuel tank and an 

optionally available toolbox are manufactured from 

non-corroding plastic.

HydRAUlIC 

CAb moUNTINg

The comfort cab is mounted on 4 hydraulic rubber 

elements and particularly low in vibration as a re-

sult. The encapsulation of the cab produces a quiet 

workplace. Comfort is similar to that provided by a 

passenger car.
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Tilting-type comfort cab

TIlTINg wITHoUT ToolS

For a maximum of maintenance friendliness the 

entire cab can be tilted sideways by 50°. Since  

the hydraulic tilting mechanism requires no tools 

the engine and transmission compartment is free-

ly accessible with a few operations. The safety 

hydraulic cylinder prevents inadvertent closing 

of the tilting mechanism. A safety brace is addi-

tionally installed in the engine compartment by  

means of which the cab can be locked in place. Vi-

bration protection ensures that it is suitably stowed 

away for running operation.
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poweR CURveS 

The 4.4 litre Perkins turbo diesel with mechanical in-

jection in the Unitrac 92 produces 67 kW/ 91 HP 

and 370 Nm of torque at 1350 rpm.

The 4.4 litre Perkins turbo diesel with electronic com-

mon-rail injection in the Unitrac 102 produces 74.5 

kW/ 102 HP and 420 Nm of torque at 1350 rpm.

AdvANTAgeS 

of THe New eNgINe

+   More power

+   More torque

+   More cubic capacity

+   Less consumption

+   Less pollutants

+   Sound and vibration reduction

+   Maintenance friendly

The development of the latest Perkins 1100 turbo 

diesel engines used in the Unitrac was preceded 

by a thorough analysis of the customers’ wishes. The 

foremost demand was for excellent characteristics 

such as power and torque as well as high reliability 

and quality. Just as important were environmental 

friendliness and reduced operating costs. The new 

Perkins 4.4 litre 4-cylinder turbo diesels convince 

with their enormous tractive power, low consump-

tion, pleasant quietness of operation and service 

friendliness.

engine

Unitrac 92 Unitrac 102
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pARTICle fIlTeR

The Unitrac is optionally available with a closed 

particle filter system. 99.9% of the fine particles are 

trapped in the filter and eliminated through electric 

re-combustion. A diesel additive ensures that even the 

smallest particles are retained in the filter and can be 

burnt off at regular intervals. Metering the additive and 

the regeneration phases is independently determined 

by the system. This makes the filter system almost 

maintenance free. 

sinter metal filter surface

exhaust 
from engine

heating element

filtered 
exhaust
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Transmission

pUSH bUTToN opeRATed 

dIffeReNTIAl loCkS

The vehicle is equipped with permanent all-wheel 

drive. The series inter-axle and rear differential locks 

and the optionally available front differential lock can 

be push-button operated under load.

pTo CoUplINg pUSH 

bUTToN CoNTRolled

The comfort operation for front, middle and rear PTO 

shaft coupling is new. PTO shaft coupling via push 

button is integrated in the operating lever. In the case 

of middle and rear PTO shafts it is possible to choose 

between 540 and 1000 rpm. The speed of the optio-

nal front PTO shaft is 1000 rpm.
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TRANSmISSIoN RATIoS

With its 32 or 40 speeds the splitter box offers the 

correct ratio for any application. The main working 

ranges are shifted in the off-road range. Slow down-

hill travel can be accomplished without frequent 

speed change because of the high torque. In the road 

range, engine speed and consequently consumption 

are kept low through the higher transmission ratio.

SplITTeR box

The Unitrac is equipped with a fully synchronised 

16/16-speed splitter box as standard. As an opti-

on, 20 forward and reverse speeds including super 

crawler speed version (400m/h) are available. The 

optional design speeds are 30, 40 or 50 km/h.

Speeds reverse Speeds forward

ROAD RANGE

OFF-ROAD RANGE

CRAWLER RANGE

ROAD RANGE

OFF-ROAD RANGE

CRAWLER RANGE

1 2 3 4 GEAR STAGES
G…off-road range

S…road range

K… crawler range

L…load shift low

H…load shift high



kippbare  komfortkabineUNITRAC
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2-circuit hydraulic system

2-CIRCUIT HydRAUlIC SySTem

The Unitrac is equipped with a powerful 2-circuit 

hydraulic system. The simultaneous loading of front 

and rear implements such as snow plough and grit 

spreading device is possible without power interrup-

tion as a result. 

50 litre of hydraulic oil reserve and a hydraulic output 

of 78 l/min allow the simultaneous drive of a large 

number of hydraulic functions. The working pressure 

is 180 bar.

50 litre hydraulic tank with oil temperature gauge
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ReAR CIRCUIT

A single-acting control unit and a proportional dou-

ble-acting control unit (e.g. for scraping floor/grit 

spreading drive) are available as standard for the 

rear hydraulic circuit. Operation is by push button. 

As an option, the rear circuit can be expanded with 

one to four single-acting or two double-acting control 

units.

fRoNT CIRCUIT

The front hydraulic circuit is comfortably operated by 

way of a joystick. To this end, 2 double acting control 

units (one of which with floating position) are provi-

ded in the front attachment space. If a snowplough 

or a front hydraulic is mounted on the attachment 

plate these can be operated by way of the joystick 

single-handedly. In combination with the front PTO 

shaft for instance mowers or snow blowers can be 

driven.

poweRlINk

The Unitrac is also equipped with the LINDNER-

POWERLINK system as standard. This load sensing 

connection allows the driving of external units with a 

maximum hydraulic output of 78l/min. The POWER-

LINK connection is mainly suitable for complicated 

attachment devices such as road sweepers or tech-

nically elaborate vacuum drums. Since all control 

units are integrated in the structure in the load-sen-

sing version, only three lines need to be connected 

to the vehicle. Operation is comfortable using an 

additional electronic console in the cab.
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brakes

bRAkeS

As standard, the vehicle is equipped with 4 inside 

and 2 additional outside disc brakes. Low pedal 

pressure and reduced heat development increase 

comfort and safety. As an option, the Unitrac can 

be equipped with eddy current brake and exhaust 

brake. The optionally available patented safety lock 

acts directly on the service brake and ensures secure 

holding in steep terrain. The Unitrac is available 

with an airbrake system ex factory.

 6 Disc brakes

 safety lock

 exhaust brake

 eddy current brake

 airbrake

 hydraulic trailer brake 

brake circuit 1 

brake circuit  2
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High performance chassis

HIgH peRfoRmANCe CHASSIS

The patented Unitrac chassis concept has alrea-

dy proved its worth in more than 1,000 vehicles in 

agricultural and municipal operation. Independent 

suspension and hydraulic spring cylinders with dia-

phragm storage units guarantee optimum suspensi-

on comfort with maximum possible off-road capabili-

ty in conjunction with the rotating part between front 

and rear frames. The rotating vehicle frame ensures 

that all four wheels are continually in contact with 

the ground and provide maximum possible traction. 

The mechanical level control provided as standard  

ensures maximum anti-toppling stability in difficult 

terrain. As a result of the relatively low spring travel of 

the system the load surface upper edge is particular-

ly low despite large tyres.

rotating part
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4-wHeel STeeRINg

The Unitrac is optionally available with 4-wheel 

steering. Operation is simple and comfortable 

through comfort resetting and safety acoustics. The 

4-wheel steering can be switched off in any wheel 

position. The system automatically locks the rear axle 

steering as soon as the wheels have returned to zero 

point. Various acoustic signals inform the driver of 

dangerous situations. This ensures that even inexpe-

rienced drivers always operate safely.

Turning circle: 3,5 m



*BLT Wieselburg, M. Nadlinger: 

“System comparison sprung and unsprung transporter“, May 2006

High performance chassis

HIgH-peRfoRmANCe AxleS

Because of the 4-star planetary axles the Unitrac 

can permanently withstand even high axle loads. The 

maximum permissible axle weights are 4200kg at 

the front and 4400kg at the rear.

Steering linkage, brakes and drive shafts are integra-

ted in the steering knuckles. The closed axle base 

protects the moveable components from damage in 

rough terrain.
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SUSpeNSIoN

The Unitrac is equipped with a patented hydraulic 

suspension with level control. Despite extreme off-

road capability the suspension comfort is almost of 

passenger car level.* The Unitrac already meets 

the stringent EU Directive for Vibration Exposure at 

the Workplace (2002/44/EC) which applies to all 

working equipment in municipal use from 2011 and 

all agricultural equipment from 2014.

Nitrogen diaphragm storage unit

hydraulic cylinder

level control valve and rod

planetary drive
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Attachment spaces / operating possibilities

ATTACHmeNT SpACeS / 

opeRATINg poSSIbIlITIeS

The four attachment spaces of the Unitrac open 

up numerous operating possibilities. With a payload 

of up to 4,400 kg and a towing load of 10,000 kg the 

Unitrac is also suitable for heavy transport work 

– with full off-road capability. The engine output can 

be used to drive a wide range of attachment devices 

via front, middle or rear PTO shafts. The 78l/min 

output of the 2-circuit hydraulic system is available 

as standard by way of a single-acting control unit, 

a proportional double-acting control unit (oil motor) 

and the POWERLINK load-sensing connection. As 

an option, the hydraulic system can be expanded 

with up to four double-acting control units. By way 

of microswitches, each control unit can be assigned 

multiple functions. As a result, the Unitrac can be 

individually adapted to the respective use.

· Front hydraulics · snow plough
· snow blower
· slope mower (front boom)
· front winch, front sweeper, …

· 3-side tipper · loading platform
· automatic spreader unit · skip, 
· mounted sweeper · roll-off tipper
· hook unit · loading car, …

· Rear crane
· rear hydraulic system trailer
  (trailer load 10,000kg)
· mulcher, …

1

· Centre crane
· winch
· slope mower, …

2 3 4

1 4

32

4

maximum load 4.500 kg
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Order No. 115 B
Attachment console

including. DAF+DA, Joystik

100 B
front pTo shaft

1000rpm*

117 B
microswitch 
on joysitckattachment

Front hydraUlics

Front hydraUlics
with equipment unloading  

Front mower
Front hydraulic system required

Front boom
Slope mower

Front sweeper
+ 2 connecitons front from oil motor

  

cable winch

snow ploUgh
with pivot, lifting, lowering device

snow ploUg
with lifting, lowering, transverse pivoting 
facility, chimney adjustment

 

operating possibility front
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 required

 alternative

powerlink

control units on attachment

sa  =  single acting control unit with float position

daF  =  double acting control unit with float position

da =  double acting control unit

operating possibility middle and rear

Series Optional

Order No. 
oil 

motor
powerlink 111 A

1 x sa
111 B
2 x sa

111 C
3 x sa

111 D
1 x sa+1 x da

111 E
2 x sa+1 x da

111 F
1 x sa+2 x da

tipper

tipper
with dropside opening

tipper
with rear hydraulics

rear hydraUlicc
on chassis

loading car

loading car
with hydraulic basket opening

Fine spreader Unit
on scraping floor bridge

side spreader Unit
on scraping floor bridge

VacUUm drUm

combination drUm 
with hydraulic inclination adjusment 
and rotating liquid manure thrower

moUnted sweeper

hook deVice
with/without rear axle support

roll-oFF tipper

crane
with conventional control units

crane
with load sensing control units
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operating schedule

  All year operation   Summer operation   Winter service

deVice Jan Feb march apr may JUn JUl aUg sep oct noV dec

Front hydraulics

Front mower

Slope mower

Winch

Snow plough

Snow blower

Tipper

Rear hydaulics

Loading car

Fine spreading unit

Side spreader

Combination drum

Sweeper

Hook device

Roll-off tipper

Centre crane

Grit spreader
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Even with standard equipment the Unitrac is ready for countless areas of operations. For towns and 

communities expansion with the municipal package is advisable. Depending on customer requests 

the Unitrac can be expanded with a large number of additional equipment and attachment devices. 

Your Lindner dealer will be pleased to help you.

SeRIeS eqUIpmeNT Wheelbase 2,600 mm or 3,100 mm

tipping comFort cab: Hydraulic rubber mounted clear vision comfort cab with doors (OECD-tested), lateral 

tilting facility, heatable panoramic windscreen, side mirrors electrically adjusted and heated, additional indicator 

and side marker lamps on side mirror, windscreen wipers with intermittent operation, comfort seats, sun visor 

with stowage compartments, radio console with radio preparation, 12 volt mobile phone connector, indicator 

resetting, heating, 2-stage blower, door locks, ergonomically shaped operating panel, VDO central information 

board, automatic interior lighting; reading lamps for driver and co-driver, working headlights H4 top;

high perFormance chassis: All-wheel drive, independent suspension, hydraulic suspension with level 

control, inter-axle differential lock and rear differential lock by way of push button operated electrohydraulics, 

optional: differential lock front, 4-wheel steering with comfort resetting

transmission: 16/16 splitter box, 30, 40 or 50 km/h, PTO shaft coupling, electrohydraulically via push 

button, PTO shaft rear/middle: 540/1000 rpm, Optional: Front PTO shaft 1000 rpm

brake: 2-circuit brake system, 4 disc brakes front (2 interior ventilated), 2 disc brakes rear, Optional: Exhaust 

brake, eddy current brake, safety lock, airbrake system;

hydraUlics: 2-circuit hydraulics with comfort operation, load-sensing system, oil tank capacity: 50l; REAR 

circUit: 2 control units as standard: 1 x SA, 1 x proportional (oil motor), hydraulic output 78l (front circuit: 33l, 

rear circuit: 45l), load-sensing connection (POWERLINK)

series tyres: 15.0/55-17 Conti Traction Farmer

mUNICIpAl pACkAge:

Municipal colour orange RAL 2011, comfort seat with high backrests and head supports, 3-point safety belts, 

4-pin connector (continuous current, travel-dependency, LS) in the cab, cable gland at the rear, 1 set signal 

stickers municipal, additional high and low beam light H7 top, attachment plate front (EURO 3) incl. joystick 

and 2 x DA

mUnicipal tyres: 265/70 R 19.9 Conti HTW

Front hydraulics

exAmpleS of 

AddITIoNAl eqUIpmeNT:

Rear hydraulics

Lamp carrier

Special colours

Air-conditioning system
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ENGINE Perkins
Model/Version  1104C-44 Turbo
Power/speed  67 kW (91 HP) / 2200 rpm
Number of cylinders/cooling  4 / water
Bore/stroke/cubic capacity  105/127/4.400 cm3

Max. torque  370 Nm
At  1400 rpm
Tank capacity  100 l

ClutCh Two-plate dry clutch
Propulsion clutch hydraulically pedal operated
PTO clutch electrohydraulically push button operated

StEErING hydrostatic
optional  4-wheel steering with comfort operation
Turning circle  6 m (with 4-wheel steering 3.5 m)

traNSmISSIoN 16 F/16 R splitter box
optional  20 F/20 R splitter box + super crawler gear
Speeds  30, 40 or 50 km/h

Pto ShaftS  can be engaged under load 
middle (behind cab)  540/1000 rpm
optional  rear PTO, front PTO 1000 rpm

Differential lock
rear and centre can be engaged under load, electrohydraulically operated
optional  lock front, can be engaged under load,
 electrohydraulically operated 

axles  Planetary axle with disc brakes

BrakES 
Front axle with 2 inside 
 and 2 outside ventilated disc brakes
 optional: exhaust brake**, eddy current brake*
Rear axle with 2 inside ventilated disc brakes

SuSPENSIoN hydrostatic suspension
 with level control

hyDraulICS 
Front working circuit  working pressure:  180 bar
(optional)  max. rate of delivery:  33 l/min at 2250 rpm
 Control units:  1x DAF, 1x DA 1x return
 incl. joystick and attachment plate Euro 3
Rear working circuit  working pressure:  190 bar
 max. rate of delivery:  78 l/min at 2250 min-1
 Control units:  1x DA Proportional, 1x SA
 POWERLINK with Load Sensing (max. 78 rpm)
 optional:  additionally 4x SA or 2x DA

WEIGhtS wheelbase 2600 wheelbase.3100 winter service
Perm. gross weight  7.500 kg  7.500 kg  8.000 kg
Perm. front axle weight  4.200 kg  4.200 kg  4.200 kg
Perm. rear axle weight  4.400 kg  4.400 kg  4.400 kg
Deadweight (basic vehicle)  2.990 kg  3.130 kg
Deadweight (with tipper)  3.590 kg  3.730 kg
Payload with tipper  3.910 kg  3.770 kg  + 500 kg

Comfort CaB tilting comfort cab, hydraulic rubber mounted

ElECtrICal SyStEm
Voltage  12 Volt
Alternator  100 A
Battery  100 Ah
Main headlights  H4 with high and low beam
Roof-mounted headlight  H7 with high and low beam (optional)

StaNDart tyrES 1.0/55-17 Conti Traction Farmer
 265/70 - R19.5 (municipal package)

*   Eddy current brake only possible with wheelbase 3100 mm.
** Exhaust brake not possible together with particle filter.

ENGINE Perkins
Model/Version 1104D-E44T Common Rail
Power/speed 74,5 kW (102 PS) / 2200 U/min
Number of cylinders/cooling 4 / water
Bore/stroke/cubic capacity 105/127/4.400 cm³
Max. torque  420 Nm
At 1200 rpm
Tank capacity 100 l

ClutCh Two-plate dry clutch
Propulsion clutch hydraulically pedal operated
PTO clutch electrohydraulically push button operated

StEErING hydrostatic
optional  4-wheel steering with comfort operation
Turning circle  6 m (with 4-wheel steering 3.5 m)

traNSmISSIoN 16 F/16 R splitter box
optional  20 F/20 R splitter box + super crawler gear
Speeds  30, 40 or 50 km/h

Pto ShaftS  can be engaged under load 
middle (behind cab)  540/1000 rpm
optional  rear PTO, front PTO 1000 rpm

Differential lock
rear and centre can be engaged under load, electrohydraulically operated
optional  lock front, can be engaged under load,
 electrohydraulically operated 

axles  Planetary axle with disc brakes

BrakES 
Front axle with 2 inside 
 and 2 outside ventilated disc brakes
 optional: exhaust brake**, eddy current brake*
Rear axle with 2 inside ventilated disc brakes

SuSPENSIoN hydrostatic suspension
 with level control

hyDraulICS 
Front working circuit  working pressure:  180 bar
(optional)  max. rate of delivery:  33 l/min at 2250 rpm
 Control units:  1x DAF, 1x DA 1x return
 incl. joystick and attachment plate Euro 3
Rear working circuit  working pressure:  190 bar
 max. rate of delivery:  78 l/min at 2250 min-1
 Control units:  1x DA Proportional, 1x SA
 POWERLINK with Load Sensing (max. 78 rpm)
 optional:  additionally 4x SA or 2x DA

WEIGhtS wheelbase 2600 wheelbase.3100 winter service
Perm. gross weight  7.500 kg  7.500 kg  8.000 kg
Perm. front axle weight  4.200 kg  4.200 kg  4.200 kg
Perm. rear axle weight  4.400 kg  4.400 kg  4.400 kg
Deadweight (basic vehicle)  2.990 kg  3.130 kg
Deadweight (with tipper)  3.590 kg  3.730 kg
Payload with tipper  3.910 kg  3.770 kg  + 500 kg

Comfort CaB tilting comfort cab, hydraulic rubber mounted

ElECtrICal SyStEm
Voltage  12 Volt
Alternator  100 A
Battery  100 Ah
Main headlights  H4 with high and low beam
Roof-mounted headlight  H7 with high and low beam (optional)

StaNDart tyrES 1.0/55-17 Conti Traction Farmer
 265/70 - R19.5 (municipal package)

*   Eddy current brake only possible with wheelbase 3100 mm.
** Exhaust brake not possible together with particle filter.
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